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No Way Back Chapter 241-At this time… the only ones who dared to give 
Victor an internal call were Victor’s trusted aides. They knew the importance 
of the New Year’s Eve dinner to Victor if not for the fact that something big 
had happened, they wouldn’t call him. 

“Bring it here.” 

‘Yes’ 

Victor got the phone. 

He heard the report from the other party. 

His expression darkened slightly 

“What did you say?” 

Everyone instantly held their breaths, 

They had an intuition that Victor was very angry now. 

The report on the other end of the phone was definitely not a good thing. 

There was only one person who spoke.. 

“What’s wrong, grandpa?” 

Hugh said calmly. 

Victor put down the phone. His voice had changed. 

“Hotel Molov in Eastshel is held under duress by a group of militants. A good 
friend of mine was implicated and his fate is unknown. 

“Hugh, you’ve met him. He is Shawn.” 

Shawn… the chairman of the Lewis Group? 

In his early years, he went overseas to develop and became an oil tycoon in 
Eastshel! 



Later on, he even opened a company in the country. It was all for fun. 

Because of their business dealings, he got to know Victor and had a good 
relationship with him. 

Unexpectedly, Victor secretly brought Hugh to meet such a person… 

Even the others did not have this chance! 

For a moment, people from the first branch and the second branch had a lot 
on their minds. 

Everyone had their own schemes. 

Only Matthew, who was in charge of the third branch, cried out in surprise, 
“Dad, Hotel Molov… I remember it’s Uncle Shawn’s business. That’s the top 
hotel in Eastshel. How did they break through such a security system?” 

“Therefore… the demands of those militants must be very difficult to satisfy. It 
might even become a worldwide sensation. 

“Currently, there’s no movement from the other party. Eastshel has already 
sent a team to surround Hotel Molov. “The list of people trapped in the hotel 
has been released. The embassies of various countries have also sent people 
there. 

“Let’s see how this matter ends.” 

For a moment, everyone discussed it. 

Only Hugh seemed very calm. 

Since it had happened, he could only wait and see. 

On the side of Jane. 

Andy suddenly called her. 

Jane was happily eating the crab meat that her senior brothers had peeled for 
her. She wiped her hands with a towel and picked up the phone. “Hello? 
Andy, Happy New Year!” 



“Janie, something big has happened. Have you heard of Hotel Molov in 
Eastshel? It’s held under duress by a group of 

armed men! In the wee hours of the morning! 

“It’s been more than ten hours, and there’s still no extra news! 

“There are many people from Crucsia in that hotel. Although they earned a lot 
of money overseas, they didn’t forget to serve the country and donate all kinds 
of money and effort. 

“As you said, I have to inform you about this.” 

Andy was indeed the middleman of the Darknet. 

He was not the family member of the people who were trapped in the hotel, 
but he could even know such an absolutely confidential matter in advance. 

Jane pursed her lips, “I see, Andy.” 

“Janie, I know that with your personality, you definitely won’t sit back and do 
nothing. 

“So I want to remind you that there are two other people trapped in Hotel 
Molov, Anna and Henry.” 

Andy chose to tell Jane everything. 

Jane said, “These two are really unlucky. They actually encountered such a 
thing.” 

She couldn’t help but complain. 

This was something that only happened once every ten years. 

However, Anna and Henry encountered it. 

How unbelievable! 

Andy said, “So whether you want to save these two unlucky people by the 
way or not is up to you.” 



“Andy, don’t underestimate me. I’m scrupulous in separating public from 
private interests. I won’t bring my personal emotions into my work. This is the 
first priority of a hacker on the Darknet. 

“As you said, there are some meritorious people who have contributed to 
Crucsia. If I can help, I can’t sit back and do nothing.” 

“Alright, it’s up to you. I’ve roughly sorted out the name list and sent it to your 
phone. It’s up to you if I missed anyone.” “Thank you, Andy.” 

After hanging up, Josh had already peeled a prawn for Jane and placed it in 
Jane’s bowl. “Jane, what happened?” “It’s Hotel Molov in Eastshel. All the big 
shots that have tens of billions of dollars are trapped inside. There are also 
some patriotic people. 

“I’m sorry, Yale, Josh. This meal has to be finished quickly. I have to 
investigate what happened inside later.” “I got it.” 

Josh and Yale both felt the severity of the matter. 

After finishing New Year’s Eve dinner hurriedly, Jane returned to her room. 

She began to investigate the leaked hotel information. 

There was an uproar in the WeChat group of the Red Star Team. 

Marlon sent, [Have you guys heard that? Something happened at Hotel Molov 
in Eastshel! Many economic dignitaries are trapped inside!] 

Liliana replied, I just heard from my parents that even Aunt Anna, Mr. Fowler’s 
wife, and Henry, the president of Fowler Corporation, are involved.] 

Shaun sent, [****! A relative of mine is also trapped!] 

Marquise replied, [What should we do?] 

Jane sent, [Calm down first and wait and see. Let’s see if Eastshel and the 
armies sent by other countries can resolve this rnatter properly. I’ll quickly 
investigate the information.] 

Seeing Jane’s words, the four-man team instantly felt as if they had taken a 
calming pill. They had no objections to Jane’s orders. 



Jane quickly investigated the background, floor distribution, internal layout, 
and other details of Hotel Molov. 

At the same time, she sorted out the list of people who attended the banquet 
on New Year’s Eve at Hotel Molov. She compared it to the list given by Andy. 

After Jane finished recording, she uploaded it to 

The record was uploaded to the WeChat group of the Red Star Team. 

Marlon said, [Amazing! You sorted out the detailed information so quickly 
Jane, you’re indeed my god!] 

Liliana gave Jane a thumbs-up. 

Shaun sent an emoji to show his admiration 

Marquise sent an emoji to show his surprise. 

Jane replied, [Alright, cut the formalities. Let’s take a look at the information 
first. I’ll find a connection channel to contact them and see how they’re 
handling it.] 

Speak of the devil, Clarence called her 

Jane answered the call. “Mr. York, is the reason why call me on this day of the 
family reunion related to Hotel Molov?” Clarence York sighed softly. “It seems 
that you already know. Have you investigated the details?” 

“Yes, did they make a request?” 

“They made a request just now. They need a live broadcast to face the world. 
When the time comes, they will make a request in the live broadcast. 

“They gave Eastshel an hour to consider. If we don’t answer, they’ll ****a 
hostage every half an hour” 

Jane pursed her lips. “It seems that… their goal isn’t money. It’s more like an 
oath. 

“They made such a huge commotion. Hotel Malov has been completely 
surrounded by troops from Eastshel. Not even a fly can fly out. 



“I’m afraid they came with the determination to ****.” 
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No Way Back Chapter 242-“So? Since you called me, you want me to do 
something, right?” 

“You’re indeed Queen. You guessed it right” 

“Eastshel has sent experts to hack into the surveillance system of Hotel 
Molov, but they found nothing. The other party has completely interfered and 
switched all the surveillance footage. 

“If we can obtain the surveillance information inside, it will be of great help to 
us in breaking through and saving the hostages 

“The higher-ups asked me if I knew such a talent who could go there and 
support them. I thought about it and realized that you’re the only one…” 

If the Darknet’s number one hacker was helpless, they really had no choice. 

“I understand, Mr. York. I can help you, but I have a request. 

“Infiltrate Hotel Molov’s surveillance network system. I’ll be fully responsible 
for it. Tell all the troops in Eastshel to suspend military operations. 

“Otherwise, I’m afraid that the invasion of both sides will cause unnecessary 
impact. If the other party notices, it will affect the safety of the hostages.” 

“I’ll negotiate with them. Wait for my news!” 

Clarence hung up. 

Jane repeated her conversation with Clarence in the WeChat group of the 
Red Star Team. 

Marlon sent worriedly. [Queen, are you planning to go to Eastshel alone?] 

[There’s no need. I’ve already figured out the structure of Hotel Molov. If Mr. 
York succeeds in negotiating, we’ll invade the base in Stormton City. 



[Of course, I’m not the only one. I also need the help of the four of you. You’re 
all in Stormton City, right?] 

Did she want their help? 

The four people in the Red Star Team were shocked. 

It was such a big matter… 

For a moment, they were a little anxious. 

[What’s wrong? Didn’t you say that you worked hard to study technology so 
that you could serve your country one day? [There’s such a good opportunity 
now. Why are you retreating?] 

[Queen, we’re not confident. This incident has caused such a huge 
commotion that even Eastshel has been alerted. They must have mobilized 
countless technical talents to resolve this matter. 

[Even they can’t do anything about it. What if we alert the enemy and cause 
unaccountable consequences?] Shaun, who was always unthinking and 
complained, looked serious. 

The other three fell silent. 

[It’s not because I have no confidence that I mobilize your team. After such a 
long period of training and cooperation, your strength is far stronger than you 
imagine. 

[Trust me. I’m the Darknet’s number one hacker, Queen. If I say you can do it, 
you definitely can!] 

Jane’s words were not typed. 

It was a voice message. 

The four people heard her voice message. 

They could clearly feel Jane’s confidence in them! 

Marlon sent, [Queen, since you’ve said so… we can only risk our lives to 
accompany you!] 



Liliana sent, [I believe that the training under Queen for so many days is not in 
vain. Queen, since you trust us, we will never let you down!] 

Marquise sent, [I’ll go to the base now.] 

Shaun sent, [We’ve already said so much. It won’t make sense if I continue to 
hesitate. I’ll give it my all! If I don’t 

succeed, I’ll ****for it!) 

Jane’s lips curled up. 

Next.. 

She was just waiting for Clarence to negotiate. 

Jane got up and left the room. 

Outside the room, Yale and Josh were discussing the fact that they had 
obtained information about Hotel Moloy 

Seeing Jane come out, Josh stood up first “Jane, how is it?” 

Jane briefly explained that Clarence had called to ask for help 

Josh, do you still have your helicopter flight permit? I have to rush to Stormton 
City” 

“Of course!” 

“Yale, I’m sorry That’s all for today Josh, escort Yale back 

“Also send me the location of the helicopter and arrange for it to be activated 
I’ll go there myself and fly to Stormton City 

“What?” 

Josh looked at Jane in surprise. “Jane, are you sure?” 

“This is the fastest way. I’m very familiar with the base. I learned how to fly a 
helicopter in Hawaburg You don’t have to worry about me. 



“Every second counts. As soon as Mr. York gives the go-ahead, I’ll lead my 
team and start hacking into the network system of Hotel Molov.” 

Josh still wanted to say something. 

Yale patted Josh on the shoulder. 

He shook his head. 

He meant that they should trust Jane’s judgment. 

“Alright…” 

“Don’t worry, wait for my good news. I’ll make up for this New Year’s Eve 
dinner that I haven’t fully enjoyed” After Jane said goodbye to Josh and Yale, 
she **the new BMW convertible in her apartment in Harbor City, stepped on 
the accelerator, and turned the steering wheel quickly, rushing toward the 
location given by Josh. 

An hour later. 

Clarence called Jane as scheduled. 

“Queen, after our negotiations, the other party finally relented, but they only 
gave us an hour.” 

“It’s enough.” 

“Queen, why is it so noisy over there?” 

“Sorry, I just flew a helicopter to Stormton City. I’m on my way to the base 
now. Don’t worry about me.” 

Clarence was stunned. 

Jane took the elevator to the entrance of the base. She entered her iris 
password and successfully entered the base through biotechnology facial 
recognition. 

“Queen!” 

The four people of the Red Star Team had already arrived. When they saw 
Team Jane arrive, they stood up in unison. 



“The system has been activated. There are no problems with the network 
test.” 

“The various equipment and software have been debugged. There are no 
problems.” 

Before Jane arrived, Red Star Team had already adjusted the equipment in 
the base to its optimurn state. 

Jane’s eyes flashed with admiration as she looked at the four people who 
were full of fighting spirit. 

“Mr. York, ask the other party to pass the network key to us. One-hour 
countdown. We’ll start now. 

“If we can’t find a way to crack it, we’ll withdraw and hand over the key with 
both hands.” “Okay.” 

Clarence was using all his strength to negotiate. 

He even mentioned Queen, the hacker of the Darknet. 

If not for this identity, the other party would definitely not agree to a Crucsian 
interfering in this matter. 

At the same time. 

This identity was a double-edged sword. 

The Darknet was active in the dark underground, and even an expert in 
computer technology would have heard of the name “Queen”. 

If he had never heard of it before, it meant that he was a noob. 

The Darknet was a treasure that every country dreamed of. At the same time, 
they were unprecedentedly wary of the Darknet. 

At this point, it was not easy to get the other party to relent. Naturally, they got 
the network key. 

Jane came to her position and tested the computer. 

Soon. 



Clarence said to Jane, “Okay.” 

“Let’s start! 

“Marlon, you’re in charge…” 
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and clicking on the mouse as well as the sound of Jane giving the order and 
the four of them reporting, there was no other sound. 

Their nerves were tense like a string. 

The tacit understanding between the five members of Red Star Team had 
reached a balance. 

No one went to break it. 

They did their best to hack the network system of Hotel Molov. 

“Report, Queen. Hacking through line A failed.” 

“Line B wad destroyed.” 

“Line C failed.” 

“What’s the status on line D?” 

“Line D… No, it’s cut off at the last point.” 

“No wonder they dared to invade Hotel Molov and kidnap so many tycoons, 
asking for a worldwide live broadcast. They’re very well prepared this time. 

“Everyone, I believe in your abilities. Don’t discourage yourselves. If it was so 
simple to solve the problem, Eastshel wouldn’t have applied for external help. 

“Let’s look for other lines. Is there any possibility of hacking it?” 

While Jane was giving orders, she was not idle either. 

She began to investigate if there were any signal points inside the hotel. 



As for the investigation of the hacking line, Red Star Team was capable 
enough to investigate it. 

To be honest, Jane did not have much hope. 

Eastshel was not to be trifled with. Such a huge incident had happened. Even 
if it was for the sake of international reputation, they would send their 
strongest combatants to deal with the worst situation at any time. 

Even they could not find a conventional way to break through. 

Jane could only adopt an unconventional plan. 

After all, it was one of the top hotels in Eastshel. 

If any of the influential big shots and security guards inside knew how to hack 
and always prepared a well-hidden signal transmitter… 

Jane’s fingertips typed the keyboard quickly. 

Countless codes flashed in Jane’s pupils. 

She read ten lines at a glance and never missed any information. 

Finally! 

Jane had found a key information point! 

There was still half an hour before the time limit given by Eastshel! 

“Guys, look here.” 

Jane clapped her hands. 

Marlon and the others quickly gathered behind Jane. 

“There’s a signal reflector.” 

Jane tapped a certain spot on the screen. 

Liliana asked, “Is this sent out by someone in the hotel?” 

“Very likely…” 



Actually, Jane had already figured out who sent it. 

That ***Henry had been engaged in the Darknet before. 

He still had a life saving method, and he was waiting to be discovered. 

Jane’s plan B was that she could hack into the network system of Hotel Molov 
from the inside through the signal reflector that Henry had launched! 

Til crack this signal reflector and try to control the Internet system of Hotel 
Molov from the inside through this reflector 

“Time is limited. I need everyone’s full cooperation. After I successfully crack 
it, I’ll give the order Everyone, use the network key to follow up.” 

“Yest 

Marion and the others received the order and began to return to their 
positions. 

They believed that Jane would definitely be able to solve this problem! 

When Jane cracked Henry’s signal reflector, she could not help but sigh in her 
heart. 

What an ill-fated relationship. 

Henry’s hacking skills were all learned from Jane. 

This signal reflector was also a masterpiece created by Henry with her 
knowledge. 

Jane felt like she was cracking the program she designed. 

She was familiar with the process and was extremely fast. Soon 

Jane cracked Henry’s signal reflector. 

Jane frowned slightly because of the cracking program. 

The power was too weak. 



Henry probably knew that the other party definitely had a powerful computing 
expert. 

If the power was adjusted too high, it would easily attract attention. 

At that time, it would not be worth it to cause a ***scene, 

However, with such a weak power output, it was probably not enough to 
snatch the Internet control of Hotel Molov, “We’ve hacked in. I’ll start to 
increase the signal. Look through the ten lines and see if there’s a 
breakthrough.” “Yes!” 

Jane did not stop and continued to execute plan B. 

Since Henry could think of this, if someone in Hotel Molov could perform 
similar operations as Henry, two signal. transmitters were enough to 
compensate for the lack of power. 

“No, Queen, we’re still stuck at the last step.” 

“The power of this signal transmitter is too weak. We need to find another way 
to break through.” 

Marlon and the others all declared their defeat. 

They glanced at the time again. 

The time limit given by Eastshel was less than fifteen minutes left… 

No one dared to remind Jane of this time. 

They were afraid that Jane would be distracted. 

Right now, Jane was rapidly searching for another signal. 

The more tense the situation was, the more composed Jane’s heart was. 

She was extremely focused. 

She did not miss a single detail. 

At such a critical moment, if she panicked, the possibility that had originally 
existed would be lost. 



Queen, the number one hacker in the Darknet who had been through 
hundreds of battles, showed the qualities she 

had cultivated vividly at this moment. 

Even Marlon and the others were affected by the aura emanating from Jane. 

They gradually felt less nervous. 

They all returned to their seats and tried their best to see if they could find 
anything to support Jane. 

When there were less than ten minutes left, Jane finally found it! 

“Laton.” 

Jane narrowed her eyes. 

This signal transmitter… 

Laton? 

Madelyn sold the Fowler family’s business strategic intelligence to Chester 
because Madelyn betrayed the Fowler family. 

Hence, Chester also set off for Eastshel. 

Jane remembered that Chester’s name was indeed on the list of people who 
were trapped in Hotel Molov. 

Very good! 

“Found it. Give me five minutes. I’ll crack the other signal transmitter!” 

As Jane spoke, she quickly cracked it. 

Marlon and the others could not help but secretly heave a sigh of relief. 

At this moment, they placed all their hopes on Jane. 

Even in five minutes, it was extremely difficult to crack an extremely secretive 
signal transmitter that even the high-end talents of the enemy organization 
could not discover. 



But! 

They just felt that Jane could do it! 

They just needed to believe Jane, the captain of this team! 

Five minutes had just passed. 

Jane cracked Chester’s signal transmitter. 

“Hurry up! Search the line and break through!” 

“Yes!” 

“Line A still doesn’t work.” 

“Neither does line B.” 

“Line E works!” 

Marquise roared. 

Everyone’s eyes were focused on Marquise. 

“Marquise, transfer your control over to me.” 

“Yes!” 

Marquise gave control to Jane in a few operations. 

Jane quickly hacked into the system through line E and implanted the virus. It 
successfully spread to the security system of the entire Hotel Molov. 

Through the dense surveillance cameras, they found the trapped hostages. 

They were all trapped in a hall on basement level 1! 
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number. 

On the other side. 



Clarence was in the study, smoking a cigarette and pacing back and forth. 

The time limit given by Eastshel was less than three minutes. 

On the other end of the video, the commander in charge of the operation 
looked at his watch. Someone ran to the commander’s ear and whispered a 
few words. 

The commander slammed the table and stood up. 

“Clarence, I’m afraid the talent you found won’t work. We’re planning to adopt 
another plan.” 

Clarence hurriedly said, “Wait! General Antony! There are still three minutes 
left!” 

“Clarence, actually, I don’t have any hope for you guys at all. We were also 
looking for a breakthrough during the hour we agreed to give you the network 
key. 

“Thank you for your enthusiastic help, but the enemy we deal with this time is 
beyond our imagination. They have the absolute initiative, so it’s impossible to 
hack through the Internet. 

“Alright, I’m going to turn off the video now and take back ownership of the 
network key.” 

“General Antony, what are you…” 

At this ***. 

Clarence’s phone rang. 

It was Jane! 

Clarence quickly pressed the answer button. “Queen, tell me you succeeded!” 

“Yes, we’ve succeeded. Mr. York, we have taken control of the Internet 
system of Hotel Molov. They didn’t notice at all. 

“Help me contact the commander of the operation in Eastshel. It’s best if it’s a 
video call.” 



“General Antony is here!” 

Clarence quickly switched to video mode and shouted excitedly to Anton, 
“General Antony, we did it!” “What?” 

Antony was about to get up and leave to carry out the backup plan. 

Hearing Clarence’s cry, he could not help but be stunned. 

Clarence quickly aimed his phone at the computer camera. 

Jane calmly repeated the plan. 

She also showed surveillance video of the interior of Hotel Molov and the 
location of the hostages. 

Of course, Jane disguised herself before having a video call with General 
Antony. 

Jane didn’t trust such a leader at all. 

Naturally, she would not foolishly expose her true colors. 

Antony had no choice but to believe it now. 

“God… I originally didn’t have any hope for you guys. I didn’t expect you guys 
to really succeed! 

“Queen of the Darknet, I’ve heard a lot about you. I’ll always remember what 
you did today! 

“I’ll hand over the network key and the network system of Hotel Molov.” 

“General Antony, please be careful. Since the enemy dares to do such a 
thing. I’m afraid they have a backup plan…. 

“Investigate the people around you. Be careful of enemy spies.” 

“Thank you for your suggestion, Queen. I’ll take it to heart.” 

After all, Antony was the commander of Eastshel who had received the 
highest honor medal. 



It was impossible for him not to consider such a small factor. 

After transferring the rights, Jane clapped her hands. 

“Everyone did a great job tonight. The mission is ended perfectly” 

Marlon raised his hand. “Queen, is there anything else you need us to do?” 

“We’ve done what we can. We’ll leave the rest to the commander of Eastshel 
and other foreign aid. 

“Trust them and wait for the results. 

“It’s over…” 

They heaved a sigh of relief. 

Meanwhile, the members of the Red Star Tearn felt their bodies weak, 

It was as if all their energy had been ***out, 

“It’s not past New Year’s Day yet. Can everyone go home and rest first? 

“I think we’ll see what happens when we wake up tomorrow” 

“Queen, such a big thing has happened, and we’re even involved. How can 
we sleep? 

“There are prepared necessary rest rooms, bathrooms, entertainment rooms, 
and so on in the base. Let’s spend the day here!” 

Seeing that everyone was still in a state of excitement, Jane knew that there 
was no point in saying anything more. She said, “Alright, but you have to be 
***prepared. Your effort is not bound to be rewarded. Prepare for the ending.” 

“Yes!” 

Time passed bit by bit. 

Hotel Molov. 

The leading man was in charge of every move in the hotel. 



Suddenly, he frowned slightly. 

It was too quiet…. 

Impatiently, he glanced at his watch. 

The time limit was up. 

He pressed the intercom. 

“The other party still hasn’t responded? Then just take a random hostage and 
execute him…” 

At this ***. 

An armed soldier pushed the door open and entered. 

“Captain, the other party has agreed to our request.” 

The man’s voice stopped abruptly. 

“Good. Have them send… three reporters into the hotel. No tricks. 

“As soon as we notice anything wrong, ***five hostages.” 

“Yes!” 

After the soldier left, the man pinched the space between his eyebrows. 

Was it an illusion? 

This matter had to be foolproof! 

Any small flaw was fatall 

Since they had decided to invade Hotel Molov, they had long disregarded life 
and death! 

Everything was for the sake of completing their goal! 

However, there was something they did not know…. 



A team of professional fighters from Eastshel had already started to invade 
the hotel through the hotel’s sewers. 

With the network system hacked by Jane, the surveillance video was no 
longer something that the militants could control. 

Jane could easily change a few codes and completely hide the team of 
professional fighters. 

At the same time, the distribution of the other party was clear 

In Hotel Molov, basement level 1. 

Anna and Henry stayed in the corner. 

Everything here had been emptied. 

Only a small area of activity was left, as well as a closed door that could not 
be destroyed without blasting. 

It was impossible to destroy the door from the inside and escape. 

Not to mention that there were a few armed soldiers guarding the door. 

Anna sighed softly. “The family should know that something happened to us… 
I really don’t want them to worry.” 

“***, don’t worry. It’ll be fine. They haven’t done anything to us. Presumably, 
the target isn’t among us, but something more powerful.” 

“I hope so… If they just want money, it’ll be easier to resolve. Now, no matter 
what we say, the other party won’t respond, so everyone is in a panic.” 

Anna looked around. 

Some of the noblewomen had already burst into tears. 

Some were still praying for the protection of their religion. 

Some of them had already thought of their last words with gloomy faces. 

Shawn stood up at this ***, his eyes burning. “I’ll negotiate with them again!” 



“Mr. Lewis… but you’ve negotiated with them just now. They didn’t respond at 
all!” 

“It’s been almost a day. We can’t stay like this and wait for death! 

“Hotel Molov is my property. The security system here used to be my proudest 
part, but in the end, it was so easily. breached by the enemy! 

“I was also the organizer of the banquet today. I can’t absolve myself of the 
blame for letting everyone encounter such. a thing! 

“I have to take responsibility! No matter how difficult it is, I have to let 
everyone escape safely!” 
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and unflinching He successfully stopped the sadness spreading in the room. 

Everyone looked at Shawn with hopeful eyes. 

He was indeed an oil tycoon from Eastshel and a famous patriotic 
entrepreneur from Crucsia. Even in such a dangerous situation, he could still 
maintain his rationality and not panic at all! “Mr. Lewis.” 

At this moment, Chester came to Shawn’s side. 

Shawn glanced at Chester and felt that the person in front of him was 
extremely unfamiliar. He did not even know how Chester got the invitation to 
attend the banquet at the Hotel Molov, but this was not important at the 
moment. 

“Why? Are you going to dissuade me?” 

“No… Mr. Lewis, I admire your words. I won’t stop you. 

“Mr. Lewis, since you have already made up your mind, I want to accompany 
you. This way, if anything happens, it’s better for two people to deal with it 
than you handle it alone.” 

Shawn was stunned. 



Only then did Shawn look straight at Chester. 

With his experienced and sharp gaze, he could acutely sense the calm aura 
emanating from Chester. 

Mr. Lewis was different from those people who were in high positions but were 
in a panic. 

Indeed, heroes were cultivated from a young age. 

This young man had the qualifications to become great. 

With just a few glances, Shawn remembered Chester and nodded. “If you’re 
not afraid of death, come with me.” “And me.” 

Henry walked up. 

“The president of Fowler Corporation? I’ve seen you before… Alright, with the 
two of you blocking the enemy, I’m not afraid anymore.” 

Chester faintly glanced at Henry. 

He did not expect Henry to not let go of such a good opportunity to show off in 
front of Shawn. 

With Henry’s status, there was no need for him to take the risk 

The enemy was very dangerous. If there was anything wrong with the 
negotiation, they would either **or be injured. 

They couldn’t make an omelette without breaking eggs. Even if his life was 
really in danger, Chester had to take a gamble. 

Otherwise, he would not have been able to break out of the encirclement in a 
ruthless place like the Laton family. “Wait, did you hear anything?” 

Suddenly, someone shouted. 

Everyone instantly fell silent. 

Click-click. 



It was as if something was ***on the metal door. This sound gave people an 
instinctive sense of danger. 

Shawn ordered, “Everyone, retreat quickly!” 

Everyone immediately retreated far away from the door. Bang. 

The door collapsed. 

A group of armed men rushed in. 

They held the laser guns carefully. 

Shawn took the lead and raised his hands in surrender. He tried his best to 
calm his voice. “Don’t hurt us!” “Are you Mr. Shawn Lewis? We’re a team of 
professional fighters from Eastshel. We’re here to save you. “Headquarters, 
Area A cleared. We’ve found the hostages.” 

“Very good. Take the hostages and evacuate from the sewers!” 

“Yes!” 

Save them? 

No one expected Eastshel to react so quickly and find a way to save them! 

For a moment, they wept with tears of joy! 

Only Chester and Henry’s hearts skipped a beat. 

Could it be that the signal transmitters that they left behind had been cracked? 

If they were really cracked…. 

Who the ***was it? 

The man was still giving orders in the surveillance room. 

There was nothing unusual in the surveillance video, 

For some reason… 

The uneasiness in his heart could not be erased. 



He could not help but ask, “Are you sure that the Internet system of Hotel 
Molov is under our control?” 

‘Nothing out of the ordinary.” 

The team member in charge of network technology spoke carefully. 

This was a matter of life and death, so he naturally did not dare to be 
careless. 

His network technology was also one of the best in the world. 

wwwwwwwwwwww vo 

They were occupying absolute priority. Even Queen, the number one hacker 
on the Darknet, couldn’t hack into the security system of the current Hotel 
Molov. 

Unless… 

Someone was secretly helping inside the hotel. 

Now, he was working hard to screen this hidden danger. 

“Captain, Eastshel has already sent three reporters and equipment to the 
entrance.” 

“All right, check it out.” 

Since the hostages were still in their hands, Eastshel could not ignore the 
safety of the hostages. 

It was fine if they were ordinary people, but these rich people could even 
shake the economic lifeline of Eastshel. Eastshel could not sit back and do 
nothing! 

“Yes!” 

Just as the man thought that everything was ready… 

Ding dong… 

A grenade was thrown in. 



***! 

No matter how fast the man reacted, he was affected by the explosion of the 
grenade. 

Bang! 

There was a loud bang! 

The entire surveillance room was blown to smithereens! 

The man was lucky to have survived. 

He hid behind a table. 

However, his left hand was blown off. 

Blood flowed. 

The pain was suffocating. 

The people in the surveillance room were either dead or injured 

They had completely lost the ability to fight. 

“What’s going on? Why does Eastshel dare to invade directly? Don’t they 
want the hostages’ lives? 

“***? Start ***the hostages! 

The man contacted his men over the radio 

He realized that there was no response. 

“***? **!” 

In an instant, all kinds of bad premonitions welled up in his heart. 

It exploded like a fountain. 

Without any hesitation, the man took a deep breath. When the enemy was 
about to break in, he picked up the pistol he was wearing and gave himself a 
bullet to ***himself. 



Before he ***, he did not know how the enemy had perfectly controlled the 
distribution of the people in Hotel Molov and had an absolute advantage. 

This meant that Hotel Molov had become the enemy’s nest, and they were 
just lambs that had accidentally entered the nest and were about to be 
slaughtered. 

Stormton City 

Jane received Clarence’s message. 

She made an “OK” gesture to members of the Red Star Team who were 
waiting for the results. 

“Wow!” 

Only then did everyone relax. They shouted happily and high-fived each other. 

Clarence continued to send a message. 

[This incident has attracted the attention of the higher-ups. Queen, I think they 
will soon want to take you in. Be ***prepared.] 

[I’ll talk to my team.] 

With such a powerful team and a patriotic heart, how could they not be 
tempted? 

Jane was not surprised by this development. When Civil society organizations 
were powerful to en extent, they would definitely attract the attention of the 
higher-ups. 

The time was not ripe yet. She would make plans when the day really came. 

Now, it was better to share the joy of victory with her team members. 

In the Fowler family. 

The people who were still praying for Anna and Henry instantly heaved a sigh 
of relief when they heard that Anna and Henry were rescued. 

They immediately bought flight tickets and planned to fly to Eastshel to visit 
Anna and Henry. 



Even Sam, who was in Meridonia, learned about it. At this moment, he could 
not care less about the sadness of being. insulted by Jane. He hurriedly 
bought a plane ticket to Eastshel. 

As for Johan, in order to retain the Best Actor title unprecedentedly, he had to 
complete a completely closed off filming on set. He could not be contacted at 
all, so they could only give up. 

The Fowlers rushed to Eastshel in a grandiose manner. The first thing they 
did was to go to the hospital and see Henry 

and Anna. 
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No Way Back Chapter 246-“Honey! Are you alright?” 

Jack loved Anna so much. The first one he saw was his beloved wife Anna. 
He pounced over and held Anna’s hand tightly 

After confirming that Anna was safe and sound, his entire body trembled 
uncontrollably, and his eyes were fitted with 

tears. 

Tm fine, Jack Look, I’m fine. There’s no problem at all. Why are you crying?” 

When Anna saw how worried her family was, her eyes turned red as well. She 
held Jack’s hand tightly. 

Then, they hugged each other tightly. 

“If you survive a great disaster, you will definitely be blessed. Honey, don’t be 
afraid. I’m here now. No one can hurt 

you! 

Jack patted Anna’s back gently and comforted him. 

God knew what a difficult night Jack had gone through. 



He could not sleep the entire night. It was as if his heart was suddenly 
clenched by a pair of invisible hands, and he was about to suffocate. 

He could no longer imagine what kind of torture and despair it would be to 
lose Anna! 

With Jack accompanying Anna, the others naturally focused their attention on 
Henry 

Facing his family’s concern, Henry responded to them one by one. His eyes 
flickered as if he was confirming something. 

Finally, after Jack comforted Anna, Jack came to Henry’s bed. 

“Henry, I’ve heard everything from Anna. You’re a brave child. You protected 
your mother very well and didn’t let her suffer any harm.” 

His tone was filled with pride. 

“Dad, this is what I should do as your child. Even if I **, I won’t let anything 
happen to **.” 

“Henry… It’s all in the past. Why are you still talking about dying?” 

“Yeah, Henry, let’s not talk about this anymore. I’m really scared…” 

As Madelyn spoke, she started crying. She threw herself into Henry’s arms 
and cried. 

No one blamed Madelyn for losing control. They also had tears in their eyes. 

Fortunately, Anna and Henry were fine. 

After experiencing so much, it was the greatest gift for them to stand here safe 
and sound! 

“I’m sorry to have made you worry. It was a slip of the tongue. 

“But… there’s something I have to tell you. 

“It’s all thanks to Jane that **and I were able to escape danger this time and 
the matter was resolved so quickly. “If it weren’t for Jane, ***and I would still 
be in danger.” 



What… 

What? 

Everyone was stunned when they heard Henry’s words. 

Madelyn lifted her teary eyes from Henry’s arms and looked at Henry in a 
daze. “Henry… What are you talking about? I don’t understand what you 
mean…” 

“Henry, could it be…” 

Peter, who knew Henry’s true identity, suddenly sensed something. 

“Before I was taken, I made a signal transmitter through my watch. 

“The network system was completely controlled by the criminals. It’s 
impossible to hack into it from the outside. 

“Only by cracking my signal transmitter could they quietly hack into the 
Internet system of Hotel Molov from the inside. Among the people I know… 
only Jane can do it. 

“I did some research just now. As expected… Jane cracked my signal 
transmitter. This way, Eastshel can obtain all the information and details of the 
interior of Hotel Malov. They can rescue the hostages first and destroy the 
enemy in one fell swoop!” 

The more Henry said, the bitterer he felt 

Back then, Queen, who did not know Henry’s true identity, was the one who 
suggested Henry make the signal transmitter. At that time, Henry thought she 
was the Master 

Jane also had one on her. It could save her life at critical ***. Since she was in 
the Darknet, no one knew when she would encounter unknown danger. 

After so many years of preparation, Henry finally used it today 

It was as if… Jane had saved Henry twice. 

Not to mention the many years of education. Without Jane, Henry couldn’t 
stand here today. 



But… 

What did Henry do? 

Henry thought of what he had done to Jane and said that he wanted Jane to 
***. 

Now, it was like an invisible knife stabbing fiercely into Henry’s heart. 

He could not see the wound. 

Even his soul would be torn apart. 

Even his **was bitter. 

“Well… Henry, are you sure… Jane did it?” 

Dwayne could not help but secretly swallow a **of saliva. 

If it was in the past, Dwayne would definitely think that Henry was crazy. 

How could Jane have such ability? 

However, Jane’s ability far exceeded Dwayne’s imagination. 

She could even defeat a World Wrestling Entertainment Tournament 
Champion like him so easily and trample him under her feet. 

She also won the world champion of the Painting Department. 

Jane’s other abilities would not surprise Dwayne at all. Instead, he would think 
that it was normal. 

This was Jane! 

“Henry is right. Jane does have the ability. 

“It’s just that I am surprised… She ***the Fowler family so much, but she’s still 
willing to save ***and Henry.” Peter spoke slowly. He lowered his eyes to hide 
his emotions. 

“It has nothing to do with us. Our lives don’t matter to Jane at all. She’s just… 
doing what she should do.” 



Henry subconsciously clenched his fists. 

When he was learning to hack from Queen, Queen had said that her only 
standard for an apprentice was to have a patriotic heart. 

First, national security must not be endangered. 

Secondly, they could not betray the bottom line of humanity. 

Thirdly, they would never stand against innocent people. 

Good and bad mixed together in the Darknet, and there was no moral bottom 
line at all. 

Jane was a maverick. She insisted on these three criteria and became the 
Queen of hackers of the Darknet. 

How could she not maintain her original aspiration? 

Jane would never abandon her principles and bottom line because of hatred. 

In this way, she would really lose too much, and it was irreversible… 

The entire ward fell into a strange silence. 

Madelyn was the most desperate one 

Well… 

What was this? 

Originally, ***and Henry were safe and sound. 

Madelyn was very happy. 

In the end… 

Henry suddenly said that Jane had saved them. 

How could the Fowlers believe such nonsense and not refute it? 

Why should that trash Jane save Henry and the others? 



This was something that even the talents of a country could not do! 

In that case, how could Madelyn have any status in the Fowler family? 

Perhaps this time, if Madelyn said that she would leave and let Jane return to 
the Fowler family, the Fowlers’ rejection. would probably not be as firm as 
before. 

The Fowler family gradually became the family that belonged to Jane. 

The Fowler family no longer belonged to Madelyn. 

This made Madelyn feel an irrepressible panic in her heart. 

She had to think of a way… 

She had to deal with Jane! 

Otherwise, the Fowler family would no longer be Madelyn’s habitat! It would 
be snatched away by Jane! 
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No Way Back Chapter 247- Henry said that Jane had saved them For a **, the 
ward fell into an awkward atmosphere. 

They were almost unable to breathe When Quinton and Aaron found an 
opportunity, they could finally go outside for some fresh air Quinton and Aaron 
arrived at the corridor. 

Aaron lit a cigarette for himself rarely He handed the cigarette box to Quinton 
“Want one?” 

“Yeah. 

These two men, who rarely smoked, lit up cigarettes and smoked in the 
smoking area of the hospital at the same time. Aaron sighed softly. “So many 
things have happened…” 

“According to the agreed plan, Aaron, you and Miss Leia Chalmers agreed to 
meet in two days…” 



“We’ll see. Such a big thing has already happened. How can we still care 
about such a small matter? 

“It’s just that I didn’t expect… Jane to save **and Henry” 

Aaron took another deep puff of the cigarette and exhaled after filtering it out 
of his lungs. 

“Quinton, do you think that when Jane did such a thing, she thought for a 
***that **and Henry were her family members?” 

“Aaron, I really can’t imagine. Regarding this matter, I think Henry is right. The 
safety of ***and Henry has nothing to do with Jane. 

“Don’t think too deeply about it. In the end… if you think too much, you’ll only 
hurt yourself.” 

Aaron was stunned. 

Aaron looked at Quinton in surprise. 

“Quinton, why do you… seem to have changed?” 

“I just saw through this. Peter is going to give up too.” 

Quinton could not say what had happened between them and Jane in 
Meridonia. 

He just patted Aaron on the shoulder. 

“Aaron, I think… there are many ways to repay Jane’s kindness “But don’t be 
obsessed with letting Jane return to the Fowler family. You’ll hurt yourself and 
Jane.” 

Aaron’s intuition told him that something must have happened between 
Quinton and Jane. 

Otherwise, how could Quinton, who had been so determined to support Aaron 
in getting Jane back, become like this? 

However, since Quinton did not say anything, Aaron could not continue 
asking. 



Now, because of his first crush that played that song, as well as Henry and 
Anna, Aaron’s heart was already in a mess. “Aaron, Quinton.” 

Sam walked over. 

Aaron and Quinton quickly stubbed out their cigarettes. “Sam, where are the 
others?” 

“Dwayne and Peter have gone back to take care of Henry. Dad is with ***.” 

Sam came to Quinton and Aaron’s side. “Brother, do you have any more 
cigarettes? I want one too.” 

Aaron was stunned. 

Hence, on January 2nd, the three brothers were smoking in the hospital in 
Eastshel with depression. 

“To be honest, when I first met Jane, I hated her very much. 

“Because what Jane did was completely unacceptable to me. She hurt the 
Fowler family. Fowler Corporation, and so many people. 

“And because of personal grudges, she hated us who didn’t participate at 
all…” 

“Sam, that’s enough. Don’t say that.” 

Quinton thought that Sam still hated Jane, so he quickly stopped Sam. 

“No, Aaron, Quinton, continue listening to me… Actually, Jane and I…” 

Sam recounted the fact that he was defeated by Jane in the underground 
arcade. Aaron and Quinton were speechless. 

Should they be surprised? 

Jane was able to defeat Sam, who was a gaming genius. 

She also took away the game software that Sam had spent many years 
designing. 

However, Jane had brought them too many pleasant surprises. 



They even wondered if they were family with Jane. 

Could it be that the DNA test report was wrong? 

Jane’s ability could not be described as “human at all. It was more like a 
“monster”! 

As Jane’s brothers, they felt ashamed…. 

The Fowler family’s sons were all outstanding. 

However, compared to Jane, they were inferior! 

“This is the reason why I seldom talk in the family group chat recently. I’ve 
been completely defeated and depressed by Jane. I’m just like… Dwayne 
back then. 

“Today, when I heard Henry say that Jane saved him and **, my heart was 
really in a mess. 

“I have appreciation and hatred for Jane. These two feelings are intertwined… 

“I would think… If only I didn’t know about Jane’s existence. How nice would it 
be to be so sincere and grateful?* 

Sam’s words touched the hearts of Aaron and Quinton. 

How could they not want the same? 

The three of them could only smoke silently to vent the bitterness in their 
hearts. 

Their blood relationship with Jane was like a shackle. 

They could not let it go. 

They couldn’t even escape. 

They could only face it. 

But after facing it… 

What else could they do? 



The future suddenly seemed so bleak. 

The light seemed to be swallowed by darkness. 

They couldn’t see the direction clearly. 

There was something they didn’t know…. 

Madelyn was hiding in the dark. 

She looked at Aaron and the others who were smoking. 

She was so angry that she almost bit her teeth off. 

Madelyn had originally planned to take care of Anna and Henry in the ward to 
gain favor. 

In the end! 

They were all talking about Jane! 

Originally, Jane was like air in the Fowler family. She was an abominable 
existence. She could not compare to Madelyn at all! 

In the Fowler family, as long as Madelyn appeared, Jane would be the foil. 
Madelyn was the main focus. 

Jane and the Fowler family had only been cut off from each other for less than 
a year, but the situation had completely changed! 

What the ***was going on? 

Madelyn hated Jane! She wished she could rush over and **Jane right now! 
She wanted to tear Jane into pieces! At this ***. 

A hand suddenly pressed down on Madelyn’s shoulder. 

Madelyn was originally focused on hating Jane. 

The sudden appearance of this hand almost scared Madelyn out of her wits. 

She subconsciously turned around and wanted to scream, but her ***was 
covered. “It’s me.” 



Chester’s enchanting and amorous phoenix eyes met Madelyn’s. 

Chester’s face was more handsome than Layne’s, making Madelyn’s heart 
stop beating. 

This was simply the greatest *** weapon for women. 

There were no exceptions. 

Chester signaled Madelyn with his eyes that this was not a good place to talk. 

Then, Chester brought Madelyn to the hospital’s toilet. 

When no one was around, the two of them hid in the ladies’ room and pulled 
the door lock. 

Along the way, of course, they avoided the surveillance cameras. No one 
noticed. 

Madelyn was immersed in Chester’s charm. When she came back to her 
senses, she had already been brought to the toilet by Chester. 

Madelyn clicked her tongue. “You… Why are your here?” 

“Have you forgotten? I was also involved in the incident at Hotel Molov. You’re 
so heartless… You only cared about. your family and forgot about my 
existence…” 

Chester revealed a sad expression. When he acted coquettishly, Madelyn 
instantly got obsessed and felt an inexplicable sense of satisfaction. 
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No Way Back Chapter 248-Madelyn thought that with her family background, 
physique, and beauty, it was no surprise that even Chester, who was as 
handsome as Hugh, would be captivated by her. 

“That’s right. This is the constant in the world and the way I should be treated. 

“All the remarkable men in the world should be doing what Chester is doing 
now, dancing attendance on me and revolving their lives around me. 



“Instead of sticking around Jane and ignoring me.” 

Looking at Madelyn’s proud expression, a hint of disdain flashed across 
Chester’s eyes. 

“This woman wears her heart on her sleeve.” 

That was why he could get confidential business information from her so 
easily. He did not expect that the Fowler family would keep a “ticking bomb” 
with them and pampered her so much. 

“What a ***of ***.” 

Chester couldn’t believe that such a family would be able to develop into one 
of the top companies in Stormton City. He felt that other than Hugh, everyone 
else in the city was weak and useless. 

Madelyn was like an open book, it thus gave him a huge advantage to get her 
completely under his thumb without much effort. 

Digging out more trade secrets of the Fowler family was the fastest way for 
Chester to help Micheal fulfill his wish. “No, I… I didn’t… Mr. Laton, you’ve got 
me wrong…” 

“You still deny it and you are calling me Mr. Laton. Don’t be a stranger. Didn’t I 
tell you to just call me Chester?” Chester deliberately leaned closer to 
Madelyn and exhaled as he said that. 

His warm breath lingered on her face. It was ticklish. 

Madelyn could feel the blood surging inside her body. 

“Thump, thump…” her heart was pounding wildly as if it was going to jump out 
of her chest. 

She lost her sanity and succumbed to Chester’s tenderness in an instant. 

Her body seemed to have been drained of energy as she sank into his arms. 
She opened her ***slightly and mumbled, “Chester.” 

“Good. I will stop calling you Miss Madelyn and just call you Maddie then.” 

“Sure…” 



“Maddie, you looked distressed just now. It pained my heart when I saw that. 
What has happened to you? Aren’t your mother and Henry alright?” 

“… 

When Madelyn’s eyes met Chester’s concerned gaze, she couldn’t hold back 
her tears and started crying. 

“Chester, I… I’m really scared. 

“Everyone in my family is influenced by Jane. They’ve all started to pay more 
attention to her. They don’t care about me at all. 

“I’m afraid if this goes on, I won’t be able to stay in the Fowler family and they 
will kick me out.” “Jane…” 

Chester narrowed his eyes and thought with perplexity. 

After finishing his treatment just now, he realized that someone had 
deciphered the signal sent out by his transmitter. At the same time, he also 
discovered that Henry used a signal transmitter. 

Therefore, he had found a way to wiretap their conversation. 

Only then did he know that it was Jane who had saved them. 

“When I met her at the auction, I felt that… It turns out that it is not an illusion. 

“There is more to her than meet the eyes. She must have hidden skills and a 
secret. “This is Interesting!” 

Thinking of that, Chester said gently, “Then what are you going to do?” 

“I… I don’t know… I don’t want to hurt Jane, but her existence makes me feel 
that I’m about to lose my family’s attention. 

“Chester, tell me. What should I do?” 

“If that’s the case, Maddie, you have to be more amazing and outstanding 
than Jane. You have to outshine her. Only then will the Fowlers divert their 
attention back to you.” 

“Outshine Jane… 



Madelyn bit her lip tightly. 

If only it was that simple. 

Madelyn once thought that she was head and shoulder above Jane. 

Even though Jane was the flesh and blood of the Fowler family, Madelyn had 
an advantage that Jane never had. 

That was the Fowlers’ attention and love, as well as her natural elegance as a 
result of the highly privileged upbringing the Fowler family gave her. 

Even the second branch of the Croft family admired Madelyn very much and 
Layne was overly obsessed with her. 

But now, everything was taken away from her just because Jane was 
outstanding. 

She wondered if she would have a chance to outshine Jane. 

“Yes, you’re right. Thank you, Chester.” 

Madelyn couldn’t talk explicitly about her intentions, so she could only hint at 
Chester. 

But he did not get the hint. It was not wise for her to be straightforward. 

If Chester thought that she was a bad woman, she would lose such an 
outstanding man. 

Madelyn could only think of a way to completely eliminate Jane by herself. 

And It could not be delayed while she still had a say in the Fowler family. 

On the other side. 

Jane had just had a celebration party with Red Star Team. 

When she got home, she was still full of energy. 

After taking a shower, she lay on the bed, reminiscing about the moment 
when the Red Star Team had shone on the international stage today for the 
first time. 



“Beep!” 

Her phone vibrated, 

Hugh sent her a message, [The Hotel Molov incident is settled. Janie, did you 
help?] 

Jane replied, [Yeah, we settled it ages ago, and you’re only asking me now?] 

Hugh sent, [I was thinking if you were involved in it, it would definitely be 
resolved successfully. I believe in your ability.] “Haha.” 

Jane thought that Hugh was annoying. 

His message had dismissed the possibility of her saying something bad. 

So, she texted, [Alright, don’t flatter me. Other than praising me, is there 
anything else you want to do?] 

Hugh replied, [Luna will be punished in two days. Do you want to come and 
watch it?] 

Jane wrote, [I’m afraid I’ll be smacked to death if I go there. Are you sure you 
want me to go? Luna’s reputation is 

ruined now, and it affects the Croft family. I have a part in it.] 

Hugh texted, [My grandfather asks you to come and watch it.] 

“Hugh’s grandfather? Victor Croft?” 

Jane was silent for a moment. 

Then she replied, [Is your grandfather going to deal with me?] 

Hugh replied, [I’ll protect you. He won’t dare.] 

He said it confidently. 

Now, Hugh was no longer as defenseless as before, like a fish on the 
chopping board. 

Even Victor was wary of him. 



However, that was what Victor wanted to see. 

Jane wrote, [You’re such a great boyfriend. I’m so touched.] 

[I’ll take it as a compliment. By the way, there is no family affection in my 
family like you think. They only care about benefits.] 

[Luna was in such a miserable state simply because she is incompetent. A 
person like her is a ticking bomb.] 

[If you think my grandpa will stand up for her, you’re so wrong.] 

Jane texted, [Ahem. It’s a little awkward, but I’m a little interested in knowing 
your grandfather. Alright, I’ll go take a look.] 

Since Victor had taken the initiative to invite her, she wanted to see what he 
was up to. 

Instead of guarding against him and worrying about when he would get back 
at her, it was better to meet him in person. and see how he would react. 

Jane had decided to upload the video to drag Luna down, so she was not 
afraid of the Croft family. 
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No Way Back Chapter 249- Two days passed in the blink of an eye. 

On this day 

Hugh personally came to Jane’s apartment to pick her up. 

Hugh sat in the back seat and looked at Jane, who was dressed casually His 
lips curled up. “Don’t give yourself too much pressure, Janie. Well, I don’t 
think what said just now is necessary for you” 

“There’s really unnecessary I’ve said that in the Croft family, I only care about 
your feelings. As for the others? I don’t 

give a ***” 



As the number one hacker in the Darknet, Queen naturally had the right to say 
that 

Not to mention that Jane had two world renowned-oh no, three world 
renowned senior brothers 

If the Croft family dared to lay a finger on Jane, not only her men, but her 
senior brothers would also not let them off. 

Janie… 

Jane’s words melt Hugh’s heart. A warm feeling rose from his chest and 
surged through his entire body. 

Involuntarily, he reached out and gently rubbed the back of her hand. 

His joy was written all over his face. 

“Alright, Hugh Croft, stop looking at me like that. I always believe that giving 
should be mutual. One can’t take everything without giving anything in return. 

“You do this for me and I do that for you. Isn’t that a good way to maintain a 
relationship?” 

Jane pinched Hugh’s cheek and smiled brightly. 

When she was reborn from ashes, she had never imagined that she would be 
able to find love. Having a second chance in life to find true friendship and 
family was already a blessing. 

And she even found the love she didn’t have before. 

Jane did not reject it. 

If she and Hugh were destined to be together, she would gladly accept the 
arrangement of fate. 

As for the storm they would have to face after being together, that was what 
the Crofts should be afraid of, not Jane 

It was at the Croft Residence. 



Upon arrival, Jane looked at the manor that occupied the entire mountain in 
front of her. 

The decoration was grand and magnificent. 

Anyone who saw it would be amazed. 

It was located in the suburbs of Stormton City, but the amount of money spent 
on it was jaw-dropping. 

It looked as if an ancient king had turned up in his territory. 

The Croft family could certainly afford to buy lands in the mountain in the city. 

But if they built a manor downtown, they wouldn’t be able to enjoy the 
greenery, fresh air, and stay away from the hustle and bustle of the city. 

The door opened. 

A man that looked like a butler came forward. 

He spoke respectfully 

“Mr. Hugh, Miss Jane Fowler. Mr. Croft has prepared a special viewing spot 
for you.” 

The wrinkled eyes behind the single eyeglass that had seen many people 
sized up Jane silently. 

“Okay.” 

Jane said flatly. 

Walking side by side with Hugh, Jane followed the butler to an antique 
building and stepped onto the second floor. Through a window, they could see 
the living hall below. 

“If you need anything, I’ll be right outside.” 

The butler bowed politely and left, closing the door behind him. 



Jane sat down in a relaxed manner. The air was filled with a faint sandalwood 
fragrance that smelled good. “Hugh, does your grandfather really ask me here 
to watch what will happen to Luna?” 

“Sometimes, even I don’t know what he is on his mind” 

Hugh pursed his lips. 

After all, Victor was the previous head of the Croft family. 

His old age had equipped him with a lot of experience and knowledge to deal 
with various situations. 

For this “grandfather” who handed the Croft family over to Hugh and who was 
related to him by blood, sometimes, Hugh was completely clueless about what 
he was thinking. 

Because of this “mystery”, Hugh was a little afraid of him. 

In the Croft family, there was no such thing as family warmth. 

If they wanted to survive, they had to treat even their grandfather and parents 
as enemies. 

“Let’s wait and see then, Jane said 

Soon, all the “actors and actresses” arrived. 

The first one entering the room was Victor. 

Dressed in a suit, he had his hair combed back. He touched the jade ring on 
his thumb with one hand and smiled radiantly. 

He did not look like he was going to punish his granddaughter at all. Instead, 
he seemed to want to discuss where they are going for an outing today. 

But Jane could feel the malicious aura circling him. 

Just by the way Victor carried himself, she could feel that countless lives had 
been taken under his smiling face. 

The head of the Croft family was indeed worthy of his reputation. 



Others arrived one after another. 

The first branch sent Ford, Michael’s eldest son, who had previously met Jane 
in the barbecue restaurant. 

Wearing a suit, he bowed respectfully to Victor before stepping to one side. 

The third branch called Marlon over. That was what Jane didn’t expect. 

With a sulky face, Marlon entered the hall with his head lowered. After 
greeting the elders, he stood timidly at the side. Jane leaned closer to Hugh 
and whispered, “Marlon looks reluctant. Why is he here?” 

“You know him?” 

Hugh looked at Jane bitterly, exuding a dangerous aura. 

Being one of the Crofts, Marlon also inherited the family’s outstanding DNA. 
He was young, handsome, and had at privileged status as the Crofts. 

Right, he was a “love rival” one should be watch out for. 

Hugh didn’t know Marlon and Jane had met with each other before. 

Besides, they looked quite close. Jane even called him by his name. 

“Hugh, don’t get jealous. Or I’ll beat you up.” 

Jane covered her face in dismay. Being with such a jealous bossy man, she 
felt that she would have a lot to deal with. in the future. 

Hugh snorted coldly. “They probably decided it by drawing lots. Uncle 
Matthew’s family can’t see blood. 

“I always think that this guy has bad luck. He always gets himself in trouble. 

*Tsk tsk, how unlucky” 

Jane mourned for Marlon for a few seconds. 

But she did not know Hugh’s special attention to Marlon made the latter even 
more unlucky. 



Marlon suddenly felt that someone was staring coldly and menacingly at him. 

He couldn’t help but tremble and his hair stood on end. 

He looked around carefully. 

“There is no one. 

“***, why do I feel like I am being watched by some fierce and dangerous 
man? 

“It is like the first time I met Hugh when he became the head of the family.” 

The second branch of the Croft family couldn’t escape blame. Raymond, 
Diane, and Layne brought Luna to the living hall. 

Luna looked terrible. She had lost almost half of her hair. The corners of her 
sunken bloodshot eyes were black and covered with bruises. 

The bridge of her nose seemed crooked, and her face was as pale as a ghost. 

When she arrived at the hall, she seemed to know what was awaiting her and 
was filled with despair until she saw Victor. 

“Grandpa, I know I was wrong. I’ve realized my mistake. I really do. 

“I shouldn’t have disgraced our family. Grandpa, please! Spare me this time! 
Just this once! 

“I won’t do it again!” 

Luna could only hold on to her only hope of survival. 

She kept begging, crying, and kowtowing to Victor 
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talk, she would have a chance 

In the huge living hall, the 
sound of Luna’s head hitting the ground reverberated in the room. 



Her forehead was quickly stained with blood and turned purple. 

It looked as miserable as it could get. 

Marlon, who was the most soft–
hearted had turned his head away. It was too painful to watch. 

Ford had an indifferent expression on his face. No one knew what he was thin
king. 

Layne could not bear to see Luna suffer. He clenched his fists in indignation. 

No matter how useless she was and how she had embarrassed the second br
anch, she was still his sister. 

Layne had protected and doted on her when they were growing up together. 

However, Luna had caused too much trouble this time. 

The second branch was almost implicated and couldn’t bounce back. 

As a mother, Diane’s eyes were filled with tears when she saw her flesh and b
lood enduring such distress. However, being intimidated by the cold aura ema
nating from Raymond, she did not dare to say a word. 

As his wife, she naturally know what was on his mind. 

Anyone who acted against the interests of the second branch, including his wif
e and children, had no point in living. Victor was not in a hurry to speak. 

He did not even stop Luna from hurting herself. 

He lit a candle calmly. 

With a pious expression, he held the cross 
on the table and muttered to himself. 

At the same time, Luna had become dizzy from all the kowtowing. 

“I’ve said it before. The taboo of our family is harming our own kind. 

“And you make use of the Croft family’s power, status, money, and reputation 
to get recognition from others. 



“But you are set up, get yourself into such a terrible state, and even ruin the 
Croft family’s reputation.” 

“How should I punish you?” 

Victor’s voice was very calm. 

The man in front of Luna didn’t sound like a ruthless man who had once 
cruelly taken countless lives. Instead, he seemed to be a kind and amiable old 
man. 

“Grandpa, I… I… 

Luna was trembling so hard that she was about to pee. 

She did not dare to respond to Victor’s question. 

Raymond said respectfully, “Dad, we will let you decide.” 

He gave his daughter away without any hesitation. 

“Luna, my granddaughter. You’ve seen what happens to the people who go 
against their families. I’ll give you two choices now. 

“Do you want to do it yourself, or do you want me to help you?” 

Victor opened the small box on the table. 

He took out an incomparably sharp dagger and carefully warm it on the candle 
flame until the surface of the dagger turned into a bright red color. 

“You have made three mistakes. Firstly, you were defeated by the enemy. 
Secondly, you let someone expose the video. Thirdly, you’ve brought shame 
on the Croft family because of your failure. 

“Based on the house rules, I have to cut off three of your fingers. 

“Since you’re my granddaughter, you can choose which three fingers you 
want to cut off” Victor handed the dagger to Luna. 

“Grandpa, L… L… I really can’t do it…” 



Luna cried until her tears and snot congealed into a ball. She couldn’t look 
more awful. 

Had she known it, she wouldn’t have helped Madelyn to pick on Jane. 

And she wouldn’t have ended up like this, 

“If you can’t do it…” 

Victor took out a handkerchief from his pocket. 

Before Luna could respond, he raised his arm and wielded the dagger. 

Luna’s left pinky was cut off in a blink of an eye. 

By the time Luna realized it, the pain had spread from her left hand to her 
entire body 

In an instant, the pain stimulated the adrenaline in her entire body and caused 
her to cry out loud. “Ahhhhh!!!” 

Luna hugged her left hand and rolled on the ground, screaming. 

Marlon had already hidden in the corner and covered his ears with his hands, 
not daring to look. The corners of Layne and Diane’s mouths twitched. Both of 
them turned their faces away. Only Raymond and Ford were still watching. 

Of course, Jane saw everything that had happened without blinking her eyes. 

“I didn’t expect Victor to be so vicious to his granddaughter.” 

Jane clicked her tongue.. 

What Victor had done was no different from the Fowler family. 

Besides physical torture, there was also mental torture. 

“You enjoyed all the privilege of our family but you are still being played by the
 enemy. This is totally unacceptable. “Therefore, such a punishment is passed
 down from our ancestor for to eliminate the incompetent ones. Those who dra
g the Croft family down will be punished and maimed. 



“That is nothing wrong about it. Anyway, your family seems to have no proble
m with it, so this is all I have to say” 

For prominent families like the Croft family, Weak 
methods could not protect such a large family business at all and that would o
nly push then into failure. 

Survival of the fittest wa what made the Croft family stand strong until today. 

“You are able to fight and establish yourself in such a family. Hugh, you must 
have suffered a lot.” 

Jane’s words were like a breatho Hugh’s heart. 

Hugh’s deep gaze landed on Jane’s side profile. 

She couldn’t help but want to hug the person in front of her. 

Everyone felt that Hugh was talented and capable. It was natural for him to be
come the head of Croft family and inherit D.Y. Group. 

The respect, flattery, and praise for Hugh were all superficial. 

Hugh seemed to not care, but he was disgusted and so uncomfortable that he
 wanted to vomit. 

They had no idea how much pain and despair he had gone through to get to w
here he was today. 

Everyone thought he was responsible for the death of his mother. After losing 
the woman he loved the most, his father had shut himself off and become obli
vious to everything. 

He did not vent his anger on Hugh because of his mother’s death. But Hugh h
ad never enjoyed fatherly love since he was born. 

He was raised by his grandmother. In the Croft family, she was the only perso
n he could lean on. 

Thanks to his grandmother’s love and care, Hugh hadn’t gone 
astray and he still preserved the humility in him. 

As a grandfather, Victor hadn’t never treated Hugh.as his grandson. 



He had long discovered Hugh’s talent and thought that he was the most suitab
le person to inherit the Croft family’s business. 

Since Hugh was a young kid, he had trained Hugh personally. But Hugh’s gra
ndmother stopped him, hoping the kid could lead a normal life and they should
n’t make his tragic life more miserable. 

After Hugh’s grandmother died, no one in the Croft family could disobey Victor
’s decision. 

Therefore, when Hugh was 10 to 20 years old, he had gone through hellish ed
ucation and training. It was torture that no ordinary person could endure. 

But Hugh had put up with everything for the two beloved women who died for 
him. 

Now, Hugh deeply felt that being Jane was his salvation and the light if his dar
k life. 

 


